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Randy Pringle Christ the King HS NY 2017
ATH-
DB

6'1 165

Pringle is tall with long arms. He's physical in coverage and displayed the 
ability to track throws down field effectively.  He played the ball well in 
the air, bringing down several difficult interceptions.  Pringle is a 
dynamic player who could also be a candidate at safety and wide 
receiver.

Thomas Nelligan Bristol Central HS CT 2017 DL 5'11 225

Nelligan won the HS Leadership Award at camp and is a true throwback 
player.  He is tough, fast, plays low and comes off the ball hard.  He 
played with an intensity that energized the other players around him.  
Undersized for a true nose like he plays for his HS, Nelligan shows the 
potential to transition to an ILB in college.

James Baskam Harborfields HS NY 2017 LB 6'3 220

Baskam played LB in camp.  He sports a nice frame suited to a DE/OLB 
with room for further development.  He moved very well in space for his 
size.  Baskam displays a burst in pursuit but will need to develop his 
angles to the ball. He has tremendous upsize as a hybrid LB.

Siddiq Muhammad Christ the King HS NY 2017 RB 5'10 207

Muhammad has a great combinaton of size and speed.  He has speed 
longevity and shows a decisive burst accelerating through the hole.  He 
is an aggressive blocker who was strong enough to extend and lift 
defenders off their feet.

Michael DeGasperis Briarcliff Manor NY 2018 WR 6'0 175

DeGasperis was invited to the 2017 Army All-American Combine. He is 
quicker than fast and was the best technician at WR.  He is a natural 
pass catcher who did a good job catching the ball away from his body.  
He was also very good catching the ball in traffic.  DeGasperis has great 
change of direction skills routinely loosing defenders out his breaks.  

Malachi Burby Berlin CT 2018 DL 6'2 225
Burby has a nice frame for development.  He's a quick penetrator, uses 
quickness off the ball and active hands to exploit blockers.

Kyle Zajack Capital Prep CT 2018 QB 6'1 189

Zajack showed a nice release with a quick, smooth stroke that produced 
a high spin rate.  He combined good zip and touch.  Zajack lead receivers 
well and did a good job laying the ball over the top of receivers.

Malkeim Morrison Iona Prep HS NY 2018 DB 5'10 165
Morrison is a fluid athlete that can transition and recover quickly but 
was rarely caught out of position.  He displayed good timing to knock 
balls away.  

Micah Brantley
Notre Dame-Fairfield 

HS
CT 2018

ATH 
(QB-
WR)

6'2 194

Brantley has a very good height and weight combo on a chiseled frame.  
He was not the sharpest thrower in camp but composed throughout 
accuracy struggles.  He took limited reps at WR and shined.  Brantley is 
an explosive athlete who shows the potential to play multiple positions 
at the next level.

Andrew Mullins-Grant Selwyn House School CN 2019 OL 6'1 322

Mullins-Grant was invited to the 2017 Army All-American Combine. He 
was the best overall lineman in camp.  He has a thick frame and 
surprisingly demonstrated very good athleticism.  He rolls his hips at 
contact and uses his hands well aggressively finishing blocks.  

Christopher Fowx Ketchum HS NY 2019 OL 6'5 250

Fowx has a massive frame with room for even more development.  He 
used strong, active hands to turn defenders.  Fowx improved on his 
quickness and his change of direction skills payed big dividends 
throughout camp.  

Cameron Polemeni-Hegerty Harvey School NY 2019 OL 6'2 304
Polemeni-Hegerty has a very good frame with room for further 
development. He is a  strong, straight line blocker.  He attached to 
defenders well with his active hands.  

Tyler Van Dyke Suffield Academy CT 2020 QB 6'3 175

Van Dyke possesses good height with a lean build.  He sees the field 
well, working through progressions quickly.  Van Dyke demonstrated 
the arm strength to make all the required throws.  He did not force 
many balls or take many risks.
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